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TG1000 - Protocol for Remote Control of Dual Receiver 
 

The TG1000 Dual Receiver can be controlled remotely inside a network (control 
automation network) with simple string commands. The communication is 
established via Ethernet on the TCP/IP Layer using a socket connection.  
 

IP-Protocol: IPV4 TCP/IP xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx Port: 5001 

 
The IP-address can be dynamically allocated to the receiver. For this, a DHCP-
Server needs to be present inside the network. For dynamic allocation, the receiver’s 
network mode have to be set to DHCP (default). It is also possible to choose a static, 
manual IP-address. For this, the network mode have to be changed to Manual. 
The network settings can be found in the functions menu of the receiver (Press: fnc 
� NETWORK).  
 
The receiver acts as a server, who receives requests form a client: the control 
system unit. 
There are two types of commands: Set and Get. For all commands, the exchanged 
data is embedded inside an ASCII-String. Commands are interpreted by the receiver 
and for every received String, an answer is sent back to the Client. Every ASCII-
String - requests and answers - is terminated by a ASCII line feed (“<LF>” =  0x0A = 
10). 
 
Once a connection has been established, the TG1000 Receiver can receive Set- and 
Get-Commands. Every ASCII-String can only contain either a Set- or Get-Command.  
A Command comprises a key and a value, which are separated by an “=” (0x3D). It 
can be either global or related to a channel. In the latter case, the channel 
information (CHA) is added before the command, where CHA also consists of a key 
and value. The key is always “channel” and the value is either 0 or 1 (CHA: 
“channel=0” or ”channel=1”). In case of a channel related command, the CHA and 
subsequent channel command are separated by a character, which is different for 
Set- and Get-commands. A Set-Commands needs a “&” (0x26) placed between the 

CHA and the command. For Get-Commands, a “?” is used to mark the request. Note 
that for the latter one, no value is needed after the command key. All commands are 
case sensitive. 
 
After every correctly received Set-Command, an “OK<LF>” is sent back to the client 
(system control unit). Otherwise, an error message with an error code (see table 3) is 
sent back to the requesting client (for example in case of a wrong command). The 
answer of the Get-Command is similar to the one of the Set-Command. Additionaly - 
after the “OK” - a “&” is added with the corresponding key and the requested value: 
“OK&key=value<LF>”. 
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The following summary again covers the basic structure for Set- and Get-
Commands. Additionally, examples are given for Set- and Get-Commands. The 
answer sent back from the TG1000 Dual Receiver to the client are marked with �. 
 
 
Set-Command: 
Global     “key=value<LF>” 
Global (in series)   “key1=value1&key2=value2…<LF>” 
Channel related   “CHA&key=value<LF>” 
Channel related (in series)  “CHA&key1=value1&key2=value2&…<LF>” 
 
If you put more commands in series inside one ASCII-String, the string must not 
exceed a length bigger than 128bytes. 
 
Example 
 
Global : “device_id=3<LF>”    � “OK<LF>”  
Channel: “channel=0&name=Chuck B.<LF>” � “OK<LF>” 
                     “channel=1&frequency=530.150<LF>” � “OK<LF>” 
 
                     “channel=0&name=530.150<LF>” � “OK<LF>” 
 

 
 
Get-Command: 
Global     “?key<LF>” 
Channel related   “CHA?key<LF>”  
 
Example 
 
Global : “?device_id<LF>”   � “OK&device_id=2<LF>”  
Channel: “channel=0?name<LF>”  � “OK&name=Chuck B.<LF>” 
                     “channel=0?frequency<LF>” � “OK&frequency=530.150<LF>” 
 

 
 
For Get-Commands, only one information can be requested in a single command (in 
one ASCII String). For continuously data, the data must be polled form the Client 
side. 
 
The TCP/IP socket-connection must be kept alive within a timeout of 3600 seconds. 
Every arriving request at the server resets the timeout back to the initial value. 
Anyway, it is recommended to periodically send an empty string with “<LF>” 
termination to the TG1000 (server) to keep the session alive.  
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Channel related commands 

The Type field shows, if the command is a Set- or Get-Command. If both types are indicated (Set/Get), the command can be used in 
both ways. 
 

Tabelle 1: Channel related Commands. 
Type Command key values  
Set/Get Name name maximum number of 12 characters. 

 
Allowed characters are: 
a b c d e f g h I j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F G H I J K L 
M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z - ) . /  

The name of the channel. 
 
Note, that there is also a maximum pixel 
length for the name due to the half OLED 
screen limit. It is possible, that the name 
does not fit in the display. 

Set/Get Frequency frequency  “xxx.xxx” in MHz. Manual frequency: tunes the receivers to 
the inserted frequency. 

Set/Get RF Power rf_power “0” 
“1” 

“0” for Standard (10mW) 
“1” for High (50mW). 

Set/Get Power Lock power_lock “0” 
“1” 

“0” off. 
“1” on. 

Set/Get Encryption 
 

encryption “0” 
“1” 

“0” encryption off. 
“1” encryption on. 

Set/Get Group group number from “1” to “14”. 
 

Usergroups start after the first 5 predefinied 
Groups. So for example Usergroup U1 is 
number 6: Usergroup(6-5) = Usergroup1.  
If The Group is valid, it changes the group 
and switches to the currently saved 
GroupChannel. If the GroupChannel is too 
high, the channel number 1 is chosen. 
 
if the receiver is in manual frequency mode 
(GR/CH --/--), the group “0” is returned. 
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Set/Get Channel of 
Group 

group_channel number between 1 and GROUP_MAX. 
 

The number cannot be greater than the 
quantity of channels inside a group. 
 
Setting the channel causes the receiver to 
tune to the new channel-frequency. 
 
If the receiver is in manual frequency mode 
(GR/CH --/--), the channel “0” is returned. 

Set/Get Digital Gain digital_gain “0” to “30” (in 6dB steps)  If value is greater than 30, the maximum 
value of 30 is taken. 

Set/Get Analog Out output_boost “0” 
“1” 

“0” is 0dB 
“1” is +12dB 

Set/Get Battery 
Type 

bat_type “0” 
“1” 

“0” is NiMh 
“1” is Alkaline 

Set/Get Headphone 
Volume 

hp_volume “0” to “24” (in 3dB steps). 
 

“0” headphone audio is turned off 
“1” -33dB 
“2” -30dB 
 
“12” 0dB 
 
“24” 36dB 

Set Rx Mute rx_mute “0”  
“1” 

“0” switches audio mute of receiver off. 
“1” switches audio mute of receiver on. 

Get Rx Mute 
Status 

rx_mute binary mask: “0000” to “1111” “0000” Rx Mute is off 
 
Rx Mute is on for values > “0000”. 
Mute Status: 
“0001” Rx Mute was set via Ethernet 
“0010” Received Signal is invalid 
“0100” Quickscan is running 
“1000” Frequency Scan is running 
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� All status flags can occur together. 
Set/Get Tx Mute 

Mode 
tx_mute “0” 

“1” 
“1” Enable Tx Mute Mode 
“0” Disable Tx Mute Mode 

Get Tx Mute 
Status 

tx_mute_stat “0” 
“1” 

“1” Ch. is currently muted from Tx side 
“0” Ch. is not muted from Tx side 

Set Start Sync 
process 

start_sync value is ignored 
 

As explained in the definition, it is 
necessary to send a “=” after the key. 
 
To avoid confusion, it is recommended to 
send the command like this: 
“CHA&start_sync=1”. 

     

Get Audio Level audio_lvl “0” to “5” “5” indicates, if audio signal clipped. 
“4” -6dB FS 
“3” -12dB FS 
“2” -18dB FS 
“1” -24dB FS 
“0” below -30dB FS (Indication of audio) 

Get RF Level 
Antenna A 

rf_lvl1 “0” to “5” The Signal Strength of Antenna A 

Get RF Level 
Antenna B 

rf_lvl2 “0” to “5” The Signal Strength of Antenna B 

Get Transmitter 
detected 

tx_present “0” 
“1” 

“0” no transmitter is present. 
“1” TG1000 transmitter detected. 

Get Diversity 
Information 

diversity “0” 
“1” 

“0” Antenna A is active. 
“1” Antenna B is active. 

Get Encryption 
Status 

encryption_status “0” to “3” Displays encryption status of transmitter 
signal. 
 
0: Encryption is off. Key Mismatch. 
    (Enc only activated on receiver side) 
1: Encryption is off. Key Correct. 
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2: Encryption is on. Key Mismatch. 
3: Encryption is on. Key Correct. 

Get Firmware 
Receiver 
DSP 

fw_rx_dsp “x.xx” returns receiver’s DSP firmware of the 
channel. 

Get Firmware fw_tx “x.xx” returns firmware of the current active 
transmitter of the channel. 
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Tabelle 2: Global Commands 
Type Command key values Description 
Set/Get Device ID 

of Receiver 
device_id “1” to “99” The device ID must be different for all 

receivers inside a network. It defines the 
order in which the receivers are displayed 
inside the Cameleon Software. Within the 
software, the receivers are depicted in 
ascending order from top to the bottom of 
the page. 

     
Get Firmware 

Controller 
fw_controller “xx.xx”  

Get Region 
Code 

region_code “A” to “D” returns a big capital character 
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Tabelle 3: error codes 
Error 
Code 

Description Reason 

   

1 Name is too long.  This can happen if the name contains more than 12 

characters or if the pixel-length of the new name does not 

fit inside the screen of the display. 

2 Name characters 

invalid 

The name contains not allowed characters. 

3 Frequency not 

allowed 

The receiver is not able to tune to the frequency. It is out 

of the valid frequency range. Please check the allowed 

frequencies related to the Region Code of your receiver! 

4 Group invalid Group number does not exist. 

6 Group empty The group is empty. This can only happen if no 

usergroup has been programmed into the receiver. 

6 Channel of the group 

invalid 

channel does not exist inside the active group. 

7 Battery has wrong 

type 

The battery type does not exist. 

8 Headphone Volume 

invalid 

The value of the headphone volume is too high or not 

defined. 

10 Frequency Scan 

running 

Unable to change frequency because a scan is currently 

running on this channel. 
 

  

31 Device ID invalid device id is higher than 99 or less than 1. 

32
 

Network Mode 

Invalid 

the network mode does not exist. 

33 Region Code invalid Entered Region Code is invalid. 

   

61 Wrong Key 

Command 

SET command does not exist.  

62 Wrong Key Request GET command does not exist. 

 


